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This paper discusses the technologies required to develop deep space refueling of cryogenic propellants and low cost flight experiments to develop them. Key technologies include long term storage, pressure control, mass gauging, liquid acquisition, and fluid transfer. Prior flight experiments used to mature technologies are discussed. A plan is presented to systematically study the deep space refueling problem and devise low-cost experiments to further mature technologies and prepare for full scale flight demonstrations.

1. Introduction

Deep space cryogenic refueling is a subject of great interest to many spacefarers. Effective human exploration of the solar system will require refueling in low gravity with large quantities of cryogenic propellants. Figure 1 shows an artist’s concept of space refueling in low earth orbit. Effective use of Lunar-produced hydrogen and oxygen will require transfer of propellant at L1 or other locations outside Earth’s gravity well. Although modest quantities of non-cryogenic propellant are transferred routinely, the unique properties of cryogens and the much larger quantities of required propellant make the prior techniques ineffective for deep space cryogenic refueling.

Deep space cryogenic refueling allows the reuse of hardware already in orbit, thus reducing lift mass. Stages initially filled on-orbit can eliminate many of the systems and structural mass required to support and maintain cryogens on the launch pad. Transfer allows tanks on the mission vehicle to be insulated only for the mission rather than the months required to assemble a stage on-orbit. The valving and hardware for cryogenic transfer should be substantially simpler and safer than drop tank designs (two 4- to 6-inch disconnects that can be checked for leakage versus eight 17-inch Shuttle-ET style valves that must seal instantaneously when the pyrotechnic devices fire to drop the tanks).

In recognition of the importance of deep space cryogenic refueling NASA has assembled a team of researchers to investigate technological issues of this system and propose experiments to advance the technology. NASA’s Exploration Systems Research and Technology (ESR&T) [formerly known as Human and Robotic Technology] Program has documented its research strategy for exploration in reference 32. The efforts detailed in this paper support three main areas in this research strategy: In-Space Technology Experiments, High Energy Space Systems and Power, Propulsion, and Chemical Systems. Most directly this research will offer the In-Space Technology Experiments Program designs for near-term, low-cost flight experiments to investigate low-g challenges of cryogenic refueling. These flight experiments support technology in both the High Energy Space Systems

Figure 1.—Artist’s concept of a space exploration stage being refueled from a depot in low earth orbit via no-vent fill.
technology element (HESS) and the Power, Propulsion, and Chemical Systems element (PPCS). HESS lists Highly-Reliable/Autonomous Deep-Space Cryogenic Refueling Systems as one of its themes, and identifies the technologies of long-term storage, low-loss transfer, and effective management of cryogenic fuels as essential to this theme. PPCS indicates the need to support propellant depots and space vehicles with long duration storage of high energy propellants. Cryogenic propellants would fill this role provided long-term storage technologies can be developed. PPCS also identifies oxygen and hydrogen as core products of In-Situ Resource Utilization. Effective use of Lunar-produced hydrogen and oxygen for deep space missions will require transfer of propellant at L1 or other locations outside Earth’s gravity well.

II. Technologies

Researchers over the years have categorized the technological issues of cryogenic fluid management under thematic elements. Figure 2 presents these elements as well as a cartoon illustration representing the key concepts underlying them. The elements of importance to deep space cryogenic refueling likely to require flight testing to understand will be discussed in turn in the paragraphs below.

A. Long-Term Storage

Use of cryogenic propellants in deep space will require the development of long-term storage technologies. Passive storage techniques such as multilayer insulation and vapor cooled shields are reasonably well developed, but always involve some degree of liquid loss. Active storage techniques such as Zero Boil-off use high efficiency cryocoolers to remove environmental heating before liquid boiling can occur. These systems are capable of preserving liquid cryogens for the lifetime of the cryocooler. System trades have shown weight advantages to active storage systems over passive systems in as little as seven days. Ground test data applicability is good for all storage technology issues except for the issue of thermal stratification in a low gravity environment.

B. Pressure Control

Pressure control systems are vital to mission success and crew safety. Technologies have been developed for Saturn and Centaur, but require large amounts of propellant if done repetitively. More sophisticated thermodynamic vent system techniques (which sacrifice a small portion of the stored liquid to cool the rest) in conjunction with de-stratification mixing will conserve propellants. However, low-g testing is highly desirable to evaluate the effects of low-g heat transfer, thermodynamics and fluid dynamics on destratification and mixing time.

Figure 2.—The Cartoon Guide to Cryogenic Fluid Management Illustrating Key Concepts in Iconic Form
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C. Mass Gauging

Accurate measurement of propellant quantities is also essential to deep space missions. The current methods for measuring on-orbit propellant mass involve settling the propellant and measuring the liquid level, simply creating an inventory of propellant use rates, or utilizing an analytically-intensive Pressure-Volume-Temperature (PVT) gas law method. However, none of these options appear capable of the measurement accuracy goal of 1%. Several new concepts are under investigation. Most of these concepts will require low-g testing.

D. Liquid Acquisition

The propulsion systems of most vehicles require single-phase propellant delivery. During the high acceleration engine thrust periods, single-phase expulsion is accomplished simply. However, in low gravity where liquid position is unknown, withdrawing only liquid becomes a challenge. Many deep space vehicles rely on special equipment know as Liquid Acquisition Devices (LAD). One common LAD is a screen channel device. Screen channel devices are typically metal channels, usually either a rectangular or triangular cross-section. One side of the channel has multiple openings covered with a tightly woven screen. As pressurized outflow or expulsion begins in reduced gravity, surface tension forces within the screen block the outflow of vapor and allow the passage of liquid as propellant. The channels are positioned so that one or more are always in contact with the liquid along the tank wall, independent of the liquid-vapor positions. Storable propellant screen channel LADs are state of the art, but LADs for cryogenic propellants will require study. Ground testing with representative LAD flow channels is needed. In addition, zero-g thermo-dynamics and heat transfer significantly complicate LAD design and performance. Therefore, orbital testing is likely to be required, although the risk is less with LO2 than with LH2.

E. Fluid Transfer

During a normal gravity transfer, a top vent is kept open to let out the vapor generated during the transfer process, thereby maintaining a low tank pressure. If the same approach is used in low gravity, the ullage gas may never vent. Instead of venting vapor, large amounts of liquid may be dumped overboard. If liquid is vented from one side, and vapor from the other side, of a non-propulsive vent, the spacecraft may tumble out of control. The spacecraft can be placed in an artificial gravity field by continuous thruster firing to position the ullage at a vent opening, but this may require dedicated thrusters and additional propellant. In places, such as a depot based at a space station, thrusting may be impractical due to large system size. One promising concept for propellants that can be pressurized with their own vapor (such as oxygen and hydrogen) is a procedure known as no-vent fill. This procedure uses liquid subcooling to re-condense vapor back into the incoming liquid. For tanks, which are warm and dry, a chilldown procedure is used to remove wall energy and a sacrificial quantity of cryogen is vented overboard as vapor prior to the start of the transfer. Space venting can also be used to remove non-condensable pressurant such as helium from tanks which are burned to depletion, prior to the start of the transfer process. The cryogen transfer operation involves complex thermodynamics, heat transfer and fluid dynamics that are strongly affected by zero-g environments. Therefore, an orbital demonstration is likely to be required.

III. Technology Maturation

Recent estimates of technical metrics for on-orbit cryogenic depots have been prepared for the NASA space architect by a panel of NASA cryogenic experts (including the author and several research team members). Estimated technical metrics are listed as numerical values for performance goals as follows:

- Storage with boil-off, % losses/mo. 3%
- Zero boil-off storage duration 5 yr
- Zero-g pressure control 0.5 psi
- Liquid acquisition device expulsion efficiency 98%
- Zero-g mass gauging accuracy 1%
- Cryogenic transfer efficiency 92%
Candidate technologies capable of achieving these goals were selected for each technology element. Each candidate technology was assessed for the following: Technological Maturity as a number rating on the Technological Readiness Level (TRL) scale in table 1 (summarized from reference 32); The most recent research in 1-G; Issues of Low Gravity which cannot be resolved by 1-G research; and the desirability of conducting flight tests to resolve these issues. Table 2 summarizes the findings of these assessments.

### TABLE 1.—TECHNOLOGY READINESS LEVELS SUMMARY

| TRL 1 | Basic principles observed and reported |
| TRL 2 | Technology concept and/or application formulated |
| TRL 3 | Analytical and experimental critical function and/or characteristic proof-of-concept |
| TRL 4 | Component and/or breadboard validation in laboratory environment |
| TRL 5 | Component and/or breadboard validation in relevant environment |
| TRL 6 | System/subsystem model or prototype demonstration in a relevant environment (ground or space) |
| TRL 7 | System prototype demonstration in a space environment |
| TRL 8 | Actual system completed and “flight qualified” through test and demonstration (ground or space) |
| TRL 9 | Actual system “flight proven” through successful mission operations |

### TABLE 2.—FLIGHT TESTING REQUIREMENTS OF CFM TECHNOLOGIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CFM TECHNOLOGY ELEMENT</th>
<th>CURRENT TRL</th>
<th>PAST 1-G ACCOMPLISHMENTS</th>
<th>LOW-G ISSUES</th>
<th>FLIGHT TESTING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PASSIVE STORAGE-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>*3% Loss/month Demonstrated with Large Scale LH2 Test⁸</td>
<td>Low-g thermal stratification effects unknown</td>
<td>Highly desirable for stratification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTIVE STORAGE (ZERO BOIL-OFF)</td>
<td>4 LO2/CH4 3 LH2</td>
<td>* Subscale demo with LN2 and 10W at 97 K cryocooler⁹ * Large scale demo with commercial cryocooler⁹</td>
<td>Low-g thermal stratification effects unknown</td>
<td>Highly desirable for stratification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRESSURE CONTROL</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>* Large scale demo of thermodynamic vent system (TVS) with spray bar⁸ * Subscale test of TVS with axial jet mixer⁸</td>
<td>Low-g heat transfer and fluid dynamics effects mixing, de-stratification and cycle rate</td>
<td>Highly desirable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASS GAUGING</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>* Component testing with simulatn fluids, LN2 and limited LH2¹¹</td>
<td>Some concepts strongly effected by low-g heat transfer and fluid behavior</td>
<td>Highly desirable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIQUID ACQUISITION</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>* Bubble point testing with LN2¹² * Historical data (1960's)</td>
<td>Low-g heat transfer significantly effect LAD performance</td>
<td>Required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLUID TRANSFER</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>* Subscale demo of chill/no vent fill testing²</td>
<td>Transfer operation strongly effected by low-g</td>
<td>Required</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IV. Past Flight Experiment Experience

Technologists have relied on flight tests to develop cryogenic fluid systems since the beginning of space travel. Drop tower,⁵ sounding rocket flights⁴ and subscale experiments carried on the Mercury missions⁵ provided vital information for the design of the Saturn IV and Centaur cryogenic upper stages. Information from these experiments and the subsequent full-scale demonstration flights⁶–⁷ successfully addressed the issues of propellant slosh, settling, and short-term storage/pressure control.

More recent flight experiments have proved valuable in understanding the behavior of fluids in low gravity. Notable experiments include: Storable Fluid Management Device (SFMD)/Fluid Acquisition and Resupply Experiment (FARE), which used a common set of hardware to explore several different transfer schemes;¹⁴–¹⁷ Tank Pressure Control Experiment (TPCE),¹⁸–²² which examined pressure control and tank mixing; and Vented Tank Resupply Experiment (VTRE),²³ which looked at a vane device to separate gas and liquid during transfer. The super fluid on-orbit transfer (SHOOT) flight demonstration,²⁴ was very successful in moving superfluid helium from tank
to tank on-orbit. However, its reliance on the unique properties of superfluid helium make application of its results to other fluids difficult.

Past Attempts to move directly to TRL 6–7 experiments have proved costly. The Cryogenic On-Orbit Liquid Depot Supply Acquisition and Transfer experiment (COLD-SAT)\textsuperscript{25–27} was designed to support the Space Exploration Initiative by maturing key technologies to TRL 6. It was based on using a dedicated spacecraft filled with liquid hydrogen as the experiment platform. The concept was only carried through preliminary design but the Non-Advocate Review at the end of the COLD-SAT estimated the cost at about $200 million.

A study of a low-cost sounding rocket alternative to COLD-SAT was initiated,\textsuperscript{28} but this was terminated at phase A due to a refocusing of the agency on earth to orbit transportation. Preparations for this sounding rocket effort were used by the GRC Microgravity Science Division to prepare several sounding rocket experiments of their own. Both the Spread Across Liquids (SAL)\textsuperscript{29} and Extensional Rheology Experiment (ERE)\textsuperscript{30} sounding rocket experiments are successful examples.

The Columbia tragedy has forced extreme innovation in the design of long-term microgravity experiments. NASA has responded with several very small-scale experiments that can be taken up on Proton launches with the space station crew. The Capillary Flow Experiment (CFE)\textsuperscript{31} is a good example of this, having recently been launched to the station. The experiment is not yet complete, but went from concept to flight hardware in under a year.

V. Approach and Methodology

In response to a call for NASA led proposals a design team is being assembled to investigate low-cost experiments to mature the technologies of deep space cryogenic refueling. Composition of the team is as follows.

- Glenn Research Center (GRC) will lead this effort. GRC Propellant Management Experts will provide core technology information as well as findings from their Power, Propulsion and Chemical Systems research efforts. GRC Flight hardware experts will provide insights from numerous flight experiments including Shuttle Based (TPCE, VTRE), Space Station (CTE), Sounding Rocket (SAL, ERE), KC-135 and Drop Tower.

- Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) will provide input from the SHOOT flight experiment as well as shuttle integration information from their shuttle small payloads group and sounding rocket experience from their Wallops Island Flight Facility.

- Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) will provide findings from their High Energy Space Systems propellant technology maturation efforts as well as their flight experiment experience from FARE I, FARE II and KC 135 research efforts.

- Johnson Space Center (JSC) will provide their expertise from Auxiliary Propulsion feed systems and Non-Toxic OMS efforts.
• Kennedy Space Center (KSC) will provide insight from their lunar surface systems study.
• Langley Research Center (LaRC) will provide insight from their advanced systems RASC studies.
• Ames Research Center (ARC) will provide insight on thermal protection systems and high performance cryocoolers.
• Industry partners will be selected from existing Performance Based Contractors, to augment the research team with specialized knowledge of research needs.
• Industry partners will also be selected from respondents to a GRC Request For Quotation issued in May 2004 to augment the effort with additional specialized knowledge.

The design team intends to use their extensive experience in flight experiments to design low-cost experiments to mature core refueling technologies to TRL 5-6.

During Phase I, the NASA team personnel and their industry partners will prepare a white paper for each of the core deep-space cryogenic refueling technologies. The white papers will 1.) discuss the key fluid and thermal effects that require low-g experimentation and 2.) estimate the low-g duration required to address each effect. Close ties will be maintained with ground-based efforts under the Power, Propulsion, and Chemical Systems and High Energy Space Systems.

The team will investigate all potential flight opportunities. These include sounding rockets, International Space Station, low-cost free flying spacecraft and re-flight of existing Shuttle-based experiments. An inventory of available hardware from previous low-g experiments will be listed and their present condition and their potential for reflight identified.

Finally, the team will convene a panel of 10 to 12 technical experts to review all of this information—white papers, ESR&T mission requirements, flight opportunities and inventory list. After the review, the panel will meet to rank the technologies on the basis of technical need, cost and return on investment, flight platform availability and ability of the flight platform to accommodate multiple key technology investigations. Based on the ranking, the panel will select two to four potential experiments. These results will be formally presented to ESR&T management for their review and is the key deliverable from the Phase 1 effort of the proposed project.

During Phase II, a lead investigator will be chosen for each of the experiments proposed in Phase 1 and will be chartered (within the proposal budget constraints) to form a preliminary design team. The lead investigator for each experiment will:

• Prepare concept of operation that investigates the key issues on the designated experiment platform
• Assess cost of proposed experiment
• Assess ability to design hardware to conduct proposed experiment including long lead items, availability of hardware (off-the-shelf, custom manufacture, or development items)
• Assess availability of designated platform
• Assess level of technology readiness after completion of experiment
• Identify further experimentation required to mature core technologies to mission hardware

Near the end of the Phase 2 effort, a panel of 10 to 12 technical experts will convene to review the preliminary designs. The panel will review total cost, risk assessment, return on investment and technical merit. Based on their review, the panel will rank the proposals in priority order for consideration in the next round of ESR&T flight experiment opportunities. A final report will be presented to ESR&T management.

It is expected that three experimental efforts will emerge. One possible experiment could be a sounding rocket campaign (similar to ERE) with cryogens to study liquid acquisition, mass gauging and low gravity cryogenic transfer. The sounding rocket approach will yield sufficient low-g duration to investigate several key elements of a propellant management system in an economical flight experiment. Another could be a very small scale system using inert simulants in a clear tank flown to the Space Station on a Soyuz or Progress (like CFE) to study low-g stratification effects on long term storage. Yet a third could be a re-flight of the SHOOT hardware with normal helium or neon as a shuttle experiment or a Free Flying Satellite with liquid hydrogen. In order for the SHOOT re-flight to be successful, it will need to address the availability of Shuttle payload space.
VI. Summary

Although the fields and goals of cryogenic fluid management for deep space refueling are well understood much remains to develop and prove out the technology in the real environment of space. NASA has assembled an experienced team to “flesh out” the development pathway and identify problems which can be tackled in the near term with the resources available. Although the ultimate proof-of-concept will probably still require flight demonstration the scope and complexity of that flight demonstration can be reduced by up-front work now. The NASA team intends to use their extensive experience in flight experiments to achieve this goal.
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